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Directions
Read the following news article. Then discuss the questions that follow, explaining your answers in the 
spaces provided. 

In August, the blogosphere went wild 

over an image in a Microsoft Corp. ad 

that had been edited to change a man’s 

race from black to white.

In a photo featured on the company’s 

U.S. Web site, three colleagues – one 

white, one black and one Asian – sit 

around a conference room table. But in 

the same photo on the company’s Polish 

site, the face of the black man had been 

replaced with the face of a white man. 

The gaffe sparked quite the discussion 

online, as bloggers and commenters 

wondered if the change was racially 

motivated, the result of poor judgment 

or both. Some people suspected that  

the computer technology giant changed 

the Polish image so that it matched the 

country’s own racial composition.

It even inspired the popular tech blog 

TechCrunch to launch a contest to see 

who can manipulate the funniest head 

onto the Microsoft ad. 

“So get Photoshop fired up and make 

your funniest (and yet not in any way 

offensive) version of the Polish Microsoft 

head replacement. No rules. Replace all 

the heads you want to. Add costumes and 

props. Add text 

bubbles,” it said on its 

site. The winner gets  

a Bing (Microsoft’s 

search engine) T-shirt 

in the mail.

Ultimately, the affair 

elicited an apology 

from Microsoft, which 

said in a statement, 

“We are looking into 

the details of this situation. We apologize 

and have replaced the image with the 

original photograph.”

Article and Photo: 
Heussner, Kai Mae. “11 Photo-Editing Flubs: 
Digitally Altered Photo Disasters.” ABCNews.
com, Oct. 8, 2009. Web.  
http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/
AheadoftheCurve/11-photo-editing- 
flubs-digitally-altered-photo-disasters/
story?id=8780937.
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Discussion Questions
1. Is there a difference between a digitally manipulated image in an 

advertisement and one in a news article? Does it depend on context?

2. Some people wondered if Microsoft changed the photo in order to  
appeal to a mostly white Polish audience. Would that be a valid reason  
to manipulate the photo? Do you think what they did was ethical?

3. Do you think we should have rules about how photos are digitally 
manipulated? Why or why not? If so, what would they be? 


